
HIGHLIGHTS OF ICELAND IN 2 WEEKS.
For those who cherish the natural world, Iceland is heaven on Earth. Everything your heart could desire from grandiose towering waterfalls to 
fairy-tale canyons and gigantic glacial ice caves are found in such abundance here.
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FLIGHTS + CAR HIRE.
✈ Flights:

As an important transport hub between Europe 
and North America, Reykjavik Airport serves as 

the only major international airport in Iceland and 
benefits from frequent scheduled flights.

Value fares between the UK and Reykjavik are 
available via EasyJet, whilst the national carrier 
IcelandAir also operate with reasonable prices.

🔍 Compare flights via Skyscanner.
💰 From £40.00 to £120.00/return.

🚘 Car Hire:
 

It is highly recommended to invest in a powerful four-
wheel drive vehicle.  This will prove beneficial on rural 

roads as you stray off the beaten path.

14-day Rental of SUV — from £650.00*
 

*Additional charges likely apply to drivers under the age of 25.

⛽ Keep the car running: 

Estimated cost of fuel — £250.00. 
 

Given that you will complete side trips whilst based in each location,  
make sure your budget allows for double the amount of this estimate.
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ACCOMMODATION.

KEX Hostel Reykjavik (3 Nights) = £95.00.

Vik HI Hostel (2 Nights) = £90.00.

Fosshotel Glacier Lagoon (3 Nights)  
= £240.00 (private room)

HI Seyðisfjörður Hafaldan (2 nights) = £60.00.

Akureyri Backpackers (3 nights) = £90.00.

Grundarfjörður HI Hostel (1 night) = £40.00.
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SIDE TRIPS + EXPERIENCES.
🎒 Tours + Experiences:

Admission to the Blue Lagoon – from £70.00. 
 

Fjaðrárgljúfur Tour by Secret Iceland = from £140.00. 
 

Vatnajokull Ice Caves by Extreme Iceland = £200.00*. 
 

Diamond Circle Classic Tour = from £125.00. 
 

Landmannalaugar Super Jeep Tour = from £200.00.

*❄ Winter excursion — operates November through March.

🌲 Natural Beauty:

Geothermal Area of Hverir ⭐ 
Gjáin ⭐ 

Jökulsárlón ⭐ 
Hengifoss + Litlanesfoss ⭐ 

Skarðsvík Beach 
Fagrifoss 
Dettifoss

♨ Culture + Relaxation: 

Laugarvatn Fontana ♨ 
Mývatn Nature Baths ♨ 

Omnom Chocolate Factory
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PREPARATION.
📡 Navigate from A to B:

Before packing up your bags to explore the stunning 
landscapes of Iceland in all their splendour, take time to 

prepare to ensure a care-free adventure.

A vital component of any Icelandic road-trip is a satellite 
navigation system, as reliance on mobile networks in 

rural areas may lead to some unwanted issues.

Whether you choose to rent one for the duration of your 
rental, or bring along your own, just make sure it is fitted and 

operational before setting off.
 

🔍 Link to Car Hire search via Skyscanner.

⏱ Reserve: 

🗺 Explore the Interactive Maps:

2-Week Highlights of Iceland
Country Map for Iceland 

the Magic of Europe 
the Waterfalls of Europe
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Given just how small some of the resort towns are, 
dealing with a high influx of tourists results in a scarce 

availability of accommodation and some titanic price tags. 

Plan well ahead, or else you may find yourself settling for 
expensive and lacklustre lodging.
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SUMMARY.

✈ Flights From £65.00 to £120.00 (direct)

🚘 Car Hire From £650.00 to £1,200.00 (total rental)

⛽ Price of Fuel From £250.00 to £500.00

🛌 Accommodation From £495.00 to £700.00

🎒 Experiences (exc. Vatnajokul Caves) From £535.00 to £735.00

💰 Total (per person) From £1,545.00 to £2,405.00
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💡 Overall costing based on party of 2 travelling.
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THE FEATURE.
One trip will never be able to sum up the countless wonders of Iceland. Summer and winter expeditions are completely different experiences, channelling two 
opposing sides of the natural beauty found here. Multiple visits may be a necessity if — or when — you fall madly in love with this spell-binding dreamland.

Read more at DotsonMaps.com.
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